
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

 

Round 6 

 

1. A bronze age site in these mountains has provided the world’s oldest DNA family tree. A peak in these mountains 
contains an impression of a mythical hoofprint known as the Rosstrappe. St. Cyriakus’ Church and St. Servatius’s 
Church are part of the historic architecture of towns in these mountains; another church is an unusual-for-its-nation 
stave church named for Gustavus Adolphus. The Gorge of the Bode divides these mountains in two; the rolling hills of 
its lower section give rise to the Selke and Wipper (VIP-per) Rivers, while the upper region is characterized by the 
heavily forested Acker. An ancient capital in these mountains contains the heart of Henry III in St. Ulrich’s Chapel. Heinrich 
Heine described a duel fought in these mountains, and Goethe wrote a poem about a journey through them in winter. Both the 
high and low dialects are spoken in these mountains on the border of Saxony and Thuringia which was the final region of 
Central Europe to abandon its Pagan roots. The Kaiserstul rests at the Domvorhalle in Goslar in, FTP, what mountain range, 
the most northern in Germany, where the Walpurgisnacht (val-PUR-gis-nakt) is celebrated on the peak of Brocken? 

Answer: Harz Mountains 

2. This region’s primary forest is known as the Tamarugal (ta-MA-ru-gal), and is located beneath the Painted Hills. 
Many mummies of the Chinchorro people have been found in this region. The Aroma River flows past a geoglyph 
known as this region’s “giant.” The Plain of Patience is located between its Cordillera de Domeyko (kor-di-YE-ra de-
do-MEY-ko) and the Cordillera de la Sal (kor-di-YE-ra de la sal), a mountain range composed of gypsum. Its Laguna Chaxa 
(la-GU-na CHA-ha) is home to three of the world’s four species of flamingo, and is part of a larger salt flat currently being 
drained for its lithium content. Chuquicamata (choo-kee-ka-MA-ta) is a copper mine in this region that has the largest open 
pit on Earth. Its main source of water is the Loa River. In El Niño years, this nitrate-mining region is noted for rare 
rhodolirium (ro-do-LEE-ri-yum) blooms which turn its landscape pink, but otherwise this home of the tuco-tuco only 
experiences the sea-mists of the camanchaca (ca-man-CHA-ca). FTP, name this exceptionally dry desert of northern Chile. 

Answer: Atacama Desert (prompt on “Norte Grande de Chile” or anti-prompt on “Antofagasta”) 

3. The 14th Century epic Nagarakartagama (na-ga-ra-kar-ta-GA-ma) refers to this city as Temasek. Kranji is a 
mangrove swamp in this city’s northwest. This city’s legacy architecture is its Peranakan style, which is displayed at 
its Baba House, though many of its poor still live in neighborhoods called kempongs. This city’s topography is 
dominated by the Maindai Hills which form a rugged plateau including the rainforest Bukit Timah. This city’s harbors are the 
Keppel and Serangoon Harbors and its main market is on Orchard Street. A number of epistles to Goa were written from this 
city by St. Francis Xavier. The Eastern and Orient Express Rail starts in Bangkok and ends in this city whose northern 
neighbor lies across the Strait of Joror. That neighbor is home to one of this city’s official languages in addition to Tamil, 
Mandarin and English. FTP, name this wealthy city-state on the the tip of the Malay Peninsula. 

Answer: Republic of Singapore or Singapura or Cinkappur Kutiyaraku or Xīnjiāpō 

4. This area’s village of Kafountine (KA-fun-teen) contains the Kassel ornithological reserve. A type of mud roundhouse 
called an impluvium serves as a shelter from war in this area, examples of which are found at Enampor and Affiniam 
(a-FIN-yam). A large swamp dominated by the Marigots of Kalissaye (ka-li-SAY) and Dioloulou (ju-LU-lu) makes up 
the west of this area, which contains a Breton church on its island of Carabane (ka-ra-BAN). The upper portion of this 
area is administered as the regions of Kolda and Sédhiou. Cap Skiring is a southwestern promontory of this area which is 
known for its beach resorts. This area was populated by ethnic groups fleeing the collapsing Mali empire, the largest of which 
are the Diola (JO-la), who are now the leaders of its slow-burn insurgency. FTP, name this restive Portuguese speaking area 
along a namesake river in southern Senegal which is governed from Ziguinchor (zi-GWIN-shor) and named for the ancient 
king of Kasa. 

Answer: The Casamance (anti-prompt on “Ziguinchor,” “Kolda,” “Sédhiou” before mentioned) 



5. This region’s Reckling Peak is a source of meteorites collected at Elephant Moraine, which lies southwest of its 
Convoy Mountains. A lake in this region has a deep-water temperature of twenty-five degrees Celsius despite being covered 
by six meters of ice and a salinity greater than the Dead Sea; that meromictic Lake Vanda receives the Onyx River from Lake 
Brownworth in Wright Valley. The hematite-rich Blood Falls descends from Taylor Glacier in this region. The Minna Bluff 
is generally regarded as the southern boundary of this region whose largest geographic feature is the Talos Dome Plateau. 
This region’s northwest coast is defined by the Usarp and Admiralty Mountains which extend east to Cape Adare. This area’s 
only permanent settlement is part of the Scott Coast and is the McMurdo Station adjacent to the Ross Ice Shelf. FTP, name 
this Antarctic region named for a British monarch. 

Answer: Victoria Land 

6. Hiron Point and Tin Kona Island are birdwatching highlights of a national park in this forest. A species of barking 
deer exists on its Holiday Island, while its westernmost part is found at Sagar Island in the Hugli River. The Baleswar 
and Harinbanga (ha-rin-BAN-ga) Rivers bracket a protected reserve in this forest. The Sudanyakhali (su-dan-ya-KA-
lee) Watch Tower provides views of the habitat of an apex predator that hunts and kills humans in this ecosystem, and the 
Bhagabatpur (va-ga-BAT-pur) Crocodile Project is also headquartered in these wetlands. The Raimangal River forms part of 
an international boundary that crosses this forest, which is home to endangered white Bengal tigers. FTP, name this forested 
delta of the Ganges shared by India and Bangladesh, the largest mangrove forest in the world. 

Answer: the Sundarbans 

7. The archaeological Seima-Turbino phenomenon has been traced to cultures originally inhabiting these mountains. 
Northern and southern branches of this mountain range are separated by a protected “Quiet Zone,” the Ukok 
Plateau. That zone is part of a site known as the “Golden Mountains of” this range, which protects ibex, wisent, and snow 
leopards. A south-flowing river system rising in this range drains into the basin of Lake Kanas, and has its source in the 
Nairamdal Peak, while the northern range, known as the Kolyvan or Sailughem range give rise to the Biya and Katun rivers, 
and contains its highest point, Mount Belukha. FTP, what mountain range gives rise to the Ob and Irtysh Rivers, is divided 
by Mongolia, Russia, China and Kazakhstan, and lends its name to one of Asia’s principal language families? 

Answer: Altaic Mountains (anti-prompt on “Sailughem”), accept Northern or Southern Chu Alps or Ek-tagh until “language family” 
is read 

8. This highland area contains a series of cave monasteries carved into a pinnacle at St. Michel d’Aiguilhe (san-mi-
CHEL dai-GEEL-he). Its northern extension begins with the Saulieu Foothills and climaxes at the Signal du Bois-de 
Roi Plateau and is known as the Morvan. The southeastern edge of these mountains gives its name to a meteorological 
episode arising from the collision of northwestern and southern winds responsible for its autumnal floods. That name is also 
the alternate name for the only symphony of a composer from Ardeche, (ar-DESH) and identifies an area that contains its 
Tarn River Gorge, the Cevennes. This area, which also contains a series of cinder cones known as the Chaine des Puys in its 
Volcans d’Auvergne (vol-KANS dau-VERN) Regional Park, gives rise to the Allier and Dordogne Rivers. FTP, name this 
large volcanic plateau bounded by Languedoc, the Loire Valley, and the Aquitaine located in south-central France. 

Answer: Massif Central 

9. A rainforest microclimate is found in Darby’s Cave in the north of this country, while petroglyphs are found in 
another of this country’s chief archaeological sites in Two Foot Bay National Park. Spanish Point stands on a hill 
above its largest ruins. A frigate bird reserve on Wa’Omani Beach and the Martello Tower, which features on its coat-
of-arms, is part of a dependency with capital at Codrington in this nation. Runaway slaves on another island were warned 
about a soul-stealing figure who lived in the Sherkeley Mountains above Cades Bay; its highest mountain is named for that 
figure, Boggy Peak, but was briefly named for Barack Obama. Those mountains extend from Johnsons Point to Falmouth 
Harbor. A non-Mediterranean Pillars of Hercules guard the entrance to Nelson’s Dockyard in English Harbor in this country. 
FTP, name this island nation located north of Montserrat, the home of Jamaica Kinkaide who was born in St. John. 

Answer: Antigua and Barbuda 

10. The Escadas do Carmo are a famous staircase in this city that leads to its Church of Sacramento do Passo. The 
southern tip of this city is dominated by the Farrol da Barra fortress which also serves as its lighthouse. A giant cliff 
divides this city’s Cayru Square from its Cidade Alta, and is traversed by the Lacerda Elevator. That upper district also 
contains the Palacio Saldanha (pa-LA-si-yo sal-DAN-ya) and the Palacio Ferrão. A Yoruba-speaking congregation meets in 
its Nossa Senhora do Bonfim (NO-sa sen-YO-ra do bon-FIM) on its Itapagipe (i-ta-pa-HI-pe) Peninsula, and celebrates the 
Feast of Yemanja in its borough of Rio Vermelho (REE-yo ver-MEL-yo). This city’s light blue Third Order Church of 
Rosario dos Pretos, on a gift of land of Dom Pedro II to this city’s slaves, stands in its Largo do Pelourinho (LAR-go do pe-



lu-REEN-yo). Amerigo Vespucci landed on this city’s Itaparica (i-ta-pa-REE-ka) Island on All Saints Day, 1501, a date 
which names a large body of water to the west of this city. FTP, name this city whose Liberdade district is home to its 
nation’s most concentrated Afro-Brazilian population, the capital of the state of Bahia. 

Answer: Salvador da Bahia 

11. This peninsula’s submarine Ciolo (CHO-lo) Caves are actually vruljas (VROOL-yas) connected to the sea, and St. 
Andrew’s Tower is a limestone arch off its marina of Melendugno (me-len-DUN-yo). A large cave chamber named 
after the Duomo is found in its Zinzalusa (zin-za-LOO-sa) Grotto. A city at the north end of this peninsula is built on 
a harbor formed by the Cheradi (ke-RA-di) Islands and the Mar Grande and surrounds the Mar Piccolo, while its 
southern extremity is the Cape of St. Maria de Leuca. A cathedral in its easternmost town contains the Chapel of the Dead, a 
series of seven glass columns of skulls of citizens beheaded by invading Turks. That city is also famous for its Aragonese 
castle which inspired the first Gothic novel. The Appian Way terminates at a city at the base of this peninsula. FTP, name this 
southeasternmost peninsula in Puglia in Italy on which Brindisi, Otranto and Taranto may be found. 

Answer: Salentine Peninsula 

12. The north part of this park contains the global stratotype section of Green Point, which represents the boundary of 
the Cambrian and Ordovician (or-do-VI-shan) terranes, whose tilted limestone and shale form avalanche deposits at 
Cow Head Point. South of St. Paul’s Inlet, it preserves an overthrust associated with the Humber Miogeocline. Mount 
Saint Gregory and Beverly Head separate this park from the Bay of Islands to the south, and are part of a peridotite desert 
whose presence is due to an exposed ophiolite, an obducted piece of mantle. Its center is comprised of the Big Level Plateau, 
whose Pissing Mare Falls is the highest in Eastern North America. Its Tableland portion is incised by fjords like Trout River 
and Western Brook Ponds. Bonne Bay is the main coastal feature of this park whose namesake mountain is the second 
highest in its province behind Mt. Caubwick and means “the great somber.” FTP, name this island-based national park 
located in the Long Range Mountains of western Newfoundland. 

Answer: Gros Morne National Park 

13. Buildings associated with this city’s Amauta class are indicated by red walls, and its Ñusta’s (NYU-stas) Quarters are 
trapezoidal in shape. Its lesser classes included waitstaff called yana and temporary laborers called mayoc. One of its 
buildings contains a window named for the constellation Qullca (KUIY-ka), while the mountain Putukusi (poo-too-
KOO-see) is its main northern point of reference.  The martial entrance to this city utilized the constriction of the Pongo 
de Mainique (PON-go de mai-NEE-kay). A lesser-used access point for this city is from the spring settlement of Huiñay 
Huayna (WEEN-yay WAY) from the Intipunku (in-ti-PUN-ku), though most enter from the port of Aguas Calientes. An 
arrow-shaped stone on a mountain above this place points to Apu Salcantay through the sacred stone of Intihuatana (in-ti-wa-
TA-na), and it contains the Room of the Three Windows, which looks out over its terraced agriculture. FTP, name this 
abandoned city perched above the Urubamba River which was re-introduced to archaeology in 1911 by Hiram Bingham. 

Answer: Machu Picchu 

14. Geologically younger examples of this chain of features were named for the discoverer of an east-flowing submarine 
equatorial current, Thomas Cromwell, and for the birth name of a Belgian priest who established a colony that now 
makes up the bulk of Kalawao County, De Veuster. The second youngest example in this chain is known as the 
Academician Berg, and the oldest date associated with them is 80 million years and comes from a member called 
Detroit. A reverse concave pattern observed in the more northerly Kodiak-Bowie chain and the linear trend of the southern 
Tuamotu suggests a change in trend associated with them may be due to “mantle wind.” That change, which occurred 50 
million years ago, created an angle called the “Big Bend.” Many of them are plateaus called guyots, the largest of which is 
Nintoku. Koko is the largest and Meiji is the oldest example of, FTP, what chain of extinct volcanos that form the oldest 
portion of a collection of seamounts with the Hawaiian chain? 

Answer: Emperor Seamounts (accept Hawaii-Emperor Seamounts before “Academician Berg.”) 

15. This city’s neighborhood of Jatagan Mala (YA-ta-gan MA-la) was a former home of its Roma population, which was 
mostly evicted from its “New” city in 2009. A suburb of this city contains Gardoš (GAR-dosh) Hill, home to the 
Millenium Tower. The remains of the Celtic town of Taurunum lie beneath that suburb, Zemun. Tašmajdan (TASH-
may-dan) Park in this city is home to its Zašto (ZASH-to) Monument for a radio tower whose employees were sequestered 
despite an imminent bombing raid. This city’s first green space lies in its Valley of the Cannons, a former Turkish foundry, at 
Topčider (top-JI-der) Park. Skadarlija (ska-dar-LEE-ya) is an artistic enclave in this city whose center is marked by the 
Kneza Mihaila, whose ends are at its Hotel Moscow and the neo-Byzantine St. Sava Cathedral. The white court of Beli Dvor 



is this city’s most famous former presidential mansion. FTP, name this city on the Danube River where that mansion was the 
seat of Josip Broz Tito’s government, the capital of Serbia. 

Answer: Belgrade or Beograd 

16. A failure of this river’s Zeyzoun Dam killed 22 people in 2002, and deprived its fertile floodplain, the Ghab, of much 
of its irrigation. Part of this river is named for an orphan martyr who was stabbed in the stomach by a trident and 
traveled around with a lion; coincidentally the name of this river means “lion” in a local extinct language. That saint 
was St. Mammes of Caesarea, whose monastery is found on the shores of this river. In another language, this river means 
“insubordinate,” a reference to the fact that, unlike the Litani, it flows north from its spring of Ain ez Zarqa. The Afrin and 
Karasu are the chief tributaries of this river, which flows out of the Beqaa Valley at Qattinah (ka-TEE-na) Lake, which is also 
known as Lake Homs. This river reaches the sea near Samandag after flowing through its namesake gorge and the ancient 
city of Antioch. FTP, name this chief river of Syria. 

Answer: Orontes River or Asi River 

17. This settlement evolved from the pit-community of Shabik’eshchi (sha-bi-KESH-chi) Village, which itself supplanted 
a culture that left stone chips at its Atlatl Cave. The rudimentary Weritos Dam was intended to catch rainwater for 
this site, but instead would silt up and flood its Tsin Kletsin dwelling. A spiral petroglyph hidden behind this 
settlement’s Three Panel Site at Fajada (fa-HA-da) Butte tracks an 18.6-year lunar excursion cycle. That Sun Dagger 
petroglyph, along with its supernova platograph near Peñasco Blanco exhibits its system of archaeoastronomy. A transept of 
a kiva of its Rinconada House is north-south collinear, and the Chetro Ketl great house as well as its D-shaped 650-room 
Pueblo Bonito are aligned along an equinoctial axis. Much of the economic activity in this settlement revolved around 
turquoise, some of which has been found as far away as Chichen Itza. FTP, name this massive Anasazi trading center located 
in northwestern New Mexico. 

Answer: Chaco Canyon 

18. Viryal and Anatri are the two main dialects of this ethnic group’s language. A religion of this people is practiced at 
village festivals called ialzri and is symbolized by the world tree, or keremet, which appears on their flag. That 
religion includes its festival of the lamb’s leg, or Surhuri, and is the Ugric influenced neo-Tengrist faith Vattisen Yaly. 
The greater Tsivil River flows through their town of Shumerlya, while a larger river in their homeland, which also names a 
tribe this ethnicity claims descent from, is the Sura, which supports their town of Alatyr. This people’s capital contains a 
famous Salt House as well as the Vvedensky Cathedral. A state hero of this people names the main plaza of that capital, 
Chapayev square. This people live south of Mari El and northeast of Mordovia. FTP, Cheboksary (che-bok-SA-ree) is the 
capital of an autonomous republic in Russia established for what ethnicity, the descendants of the Volga Bulgars? 

Answer: Chuvash (prompt on “Cheremisian”) 

19. The Las Mesas and Malpais lava flows are located beneath glaciers on this mountain. The Calpan Fan surrounds this 
mountain. This natural northern boundary of the region of Tlamacas destroyed the ancient village of Tetimpa in a 
landslide. The Ecatzingo (e-kat-ZIN-go) Cones are part of a lineament on this peak, and the avalanche deposit of 
Tlayecac is associated with the formation of its side vent of El Ventorillo (el ven-to-REE-yo), which is all that remains of 
the eroded Nexpayantla (nex-pa-YAN-tla), its predecessor. Huejotzingo (we-ho-TZIN-go) is the oldest of 14 monasteries 
built on the lower slopes of this mountain, many of which feature syncretic depictions of Coyolxauhqui (ko-yolk-SAU-kee). 
A mythic warrior at the center of this mountain is stirred to anger upon remembering his grief-stricken love Ixtaccihuatl (iks-
tak-si-WA-tl), which lies across the Paseo de Cortez from this mountain to the west of Puebla. FTP, name this volcano whose 
name is Nahuatl for “smoking mountain,” Mexico’s second highest volcano. 

Answer: Volcan Popocatépetl or Xalliquehuac or Popocatzin 

20. The first American incident involving this organism was connected with a cave in the Maramagambo (ma-ra-ma-
GAM-bo) Forest in Queen Elizabeth National Park, whose nation had previously experienced an incident at a lead-
gold mine in Kamwenge (kam-WEN-gay), and would experience another beginning in Kabale four years later. Two 
separate incidents following its identification occurred following visits to a salt cave frequented by elephants, Mt. Eglon 
National Park’s Kitum Cave. The longest running outbreak involved its B or Ravn strain, lasted from 1998 to 2000, and took 
place at a Durba gold mine, while the largest occurred in Angola’s Uige province, and killed 227 people. All of the illnesses 
occurring in its endemic range involved localities involving the Egyptian fruit bat. FTP, name this African filovirus, a type of 
hemorrhagic fever first diagnosed in Green monkeys from Uganda which was named for the German town which 
experienced its first outbreak in 1967. 

Answer: Marburg Virus 



21. The Issledovatel’ (is-le-do-VA-tel) Plateau rises to the west of this feature, and is itself an extension of the Osborn 
Plateau, its principle western prominence. West of its southern portion it runs parallel to the Indra Fault.  The 
geochemistry of the Rajmahal Traps is very similar to that of this feature’s tholeiite basalts. This feature, along with a 
southeastern extension called the Broken Plateau was formed by hotspot volcanism now underlying the Kerguelen 
Archipelago. This topographical feature defines the southwestern edge of the Wharton Basin along with the Diamantina 
Fracture Zone. It is youngest in the south, but 80 million years old beneath the Bay of Bengal in the north. Earthquakes 
beneath this feature may indicate a broad transition zone or a boundary of the theorized Australian plate. FTP, name this large 
un-naturally straight feature of the Indian Ocean, an aseismic ridge named for a line of longitude. 

Answer: Ninety-East Ridge 

22. The remains of the Po Tower stand over this city, while its main clock tower featured the first known chain drive and 
utilized an escapement two centuries prior to similar Western designs. Another tower was the Drum Tower associated 
with its main temple. The oldest Jewish community in China is based in this city. A namesake “scroll” in this city’s 
Qianling (chian-ling) Park shows its heyday, when it was surrounded by three walls. Its chief industry at that time was its 
iron works, and this city boasts the Iron Pagoda. A cultural exchange site in this city was its Daxiangguo (da-hsiang-guo) 
Temple. Longting Park contains its Dragon Pavilion, which reached the apex of its power when it ruled over the largest city 
in the world at the turn of the 12th Century. It was flooded in an attempt to quell the Li Zicheng Rebellion, but was rebuilt by 
Kangxi, only to have Zhengzhou replace this former seat of Henan Province as capital. FTP, name this Song Dynasty capital 
of China. 

Answer: Kaifeng 

23. A lizard known as this body of water’s namesake “dragon” dwells mainly in mud flats associated with its drier 
reaches. This body of water is administered with an adjacent conservation area, the Elliott Price, and the Anna Creek 
Ranch, its nation’s largest, is located on this body of water. The principal people group living on its shores are the 
Arabunna. The Oodnadatta Track accesses it at Halligan Bay. The Goyder Channel connects the north and south portions of 
this saline lake. Belt Bay and Madigan Gulf are the two lowest elevations associated with this body of water that includes 
Brooks Island. The Macumba River and Diamantina Creek are feeds for this lake, though most water enters via Warburton 
River. This lake is located 50 feet below sea level, its continent’s lowest point. FTP, name this largest lake in Australia. 

Answer: Lake Eyre or Kati Thanda 

24. Tributaries of this river’s wild northern basin water the Hunza and Yasin Valleys, which nourish a people who speak 
its basin’s only isolate language, Burushaski (bu-ru-SHA-ski). That region also sees the confluences of its Skyok and 
Shigar, which joins it near Skardu. The Astor River joins its main channel just before it enters a 17,000-foot-deep gorge 
around a peak whose name means “naked mountain.” A barrage called the Kalabagh controls canals leading through the Thal 
region on the center right bank of this river. That central section also receives the Zhob River, after which its path is bounded 
on the west by the Sulaiman Range. The Pashupati (pa-shu-PA-tee) Seal and an idol known as the Priest King were recovered 
from a ruined city on that section, south of which this river reaches its delta below Hyderabad. FTP, name this river system 
whose valley names an indigenous civilization that included Mohenjo Daro, the principal waterway of Pakistan. 

Answer: Indus River 

25. Where this river intersects the kimberlites of the Inkisi Group it is a source of alluvial diamonds, mainly near Dando. 
The Church of Nossa Senhora da Victoria (NO-sa sen-YO-ra da vik-TO-ria) stands on this river’s banks in 
Masanganu (ma-san-GA-nu), a base of exploration and slave trading near the mouth of a navigable right tributary 
that contains the Kalandula (ka-lan-DU-la) Falls. That river, the Lucala, has carved a long valley as it drains the 
Malanje Highlands. In its northern lowlands this river skirts the northern edge of Quiçama (ki-SA-ma) National Park and 
flows over Cambambe Falls as it separates the lands of the Bolo and Sama from its country’s dominant ethnicity, reaching 
the sea just south of the Ponta das Palmeirinhas (PON-ta das pal-may-REEN-yas). Rising in the lands of the Mbwela 
southeast of Chibembo, this river receives the Cutato as it exits the Bié Plateau. The Mbundu people dwell on this river’s 
northern banks. FTP, name this river which shares its name with a unit of currency in its home of country, the longest river in 
Angola. 

Answer: Kwanza River 

26. A series of 30 Genoese mansions in this city are known as its Levantines, and are located in its Buca and Bornova 
districts. Gundogdu Square marks the center of the Kordon Esplanade in this city whose tallest buildings are its 
Folkart Towers and the Mistral Building. The oldest part of this city lies on the slopes of Mt. Yamanlar in its 
neighborhood of Tepekule (te-pe-KOO-lay), and a later rebuilding effort of this city centered on Mt. Pagos and 



included the castle Kadifekale (ka-di-fe-KA-lay). A church in that incarnation of this city was told “be faithful to the point of 
death and I will give you the crown of life” in Revelation, and St. John’s Cathedral in its Kultur district serves its Catholic 
community. That distict also contains its huge Fuar Alani Cultural Park. The old quarter of this city is its Konak District, 
which contains an agora restored by Marcus Aurelius, who also noted a mountain over this city which contains the tomb of 
Tantalus. The Great Fire of 1922 caused a cultural rift with its Greek community. FTP, name this large city on the Aegean 
coast, the third largest in Turkey. 

Answer: Izmir or Smyrna 

27. This river was known to the Mongols as Gozan, while the Arabs gave it a name reflecting one of the four rivers of 
Eden, Jayhoun. The saline Chimboy Lake was created by a historic flood on this river. The salt marshes of Shege are 
found along the lowest course of this river. The Channel, Kaparas and Koshbulak Reservoirs are formed by the 
splitting of this river by the Tuyamuyun (tu-ya MU-yun) Hydro Project at Gazadzhak (ga-za-JAK). An unintended lake, 
Sarygamysh (sa-ri-GA-mish), was once fed by its Uzboy distributary, though feeder canals like the Daryalik Collector now 
drain this river which receives the Qonduz tributary near the Friendship Bridge before flowing past Chardzhou, Urgench and 
Nukus. FTP, name this river known to Alexander the Great as the Oxus, the southernmost river of Uzbekistan which no 
longer flows into the Aral Sea. 

Answer: Amu Darya River 

28. Much of this city’s homeless population was settled by the Bagong Lipunan Initiative along its main roadways in the 
1970’s, and now live in shacks called barong-barongs. This city, which grew from the fortified town of Intramuros, 
consists of fourteen neighborhoods called bayangays. This city houses its nation’s main independent church, the 
Aglipayan. The marshy delta of the Pampanga bounds this city to the north, and its name derives from a flowering plant that 
grows along the shores of the Pasig River, to the north of which is found the Malacanyang (ma-la-ka-YANG) Palace of its 
nation’s president. This city’s harbor lies on its namesake bay, the site of an 1898 battle, opposite the Bataan Peninsula. FTP, 
name this largest city on the island of Luzon, the capital of the Philippines. 

Answer: Manila 

29. The Los Guatuzos Wildlife Preserve on this body of water hosts a caiman nursery in its main wetland area. Its island 
of Mancarón was the setting of a magical realist short story by Julio Cortazar focusing on a community of artists led 
by Ernesto Cardenal. That island is part of its Solentiname (so-len-ti-NA-may) Archipelago. The Isthmus of Tistian is 
found within this body of water, and a stagecoach line owned by Cornelius Vanderbilt crossed the Isthmus of Rivas to its 
west. Its waters are deepest southeast of its largest island, which contains the eroded remains of Concepción and Madera 
volcanos, Ometepe, while Momotombo (mor-mo-TOM-bo) and Mombacho stand at its edges. Most of this body of water’s 
more than 300 islands, including Zapatera are found near its junction with the Tipitapa River near its northern city of 
Granada. FTP, name this former bay of the Pacific Ocean noted for its swordfish, tarpon and sharks which is drained by the 
San Juan River to the Caribbean and shares its name with a Latin American country. 

Answer: Lake Nicaragua (accept Cocibolca or Granada until mentioned before the last clue) 

30. A 1999 flood damaged the Library of Fondo Keti in this city. The Kabari Forest is located south of this city, and its 
wetlands of Hamadja and Daye are used for cultivation of floating rice. Much of its legacy is protected by the 
Wangara Project, which is spearheaded by its Ahmed Baba Center. The business district of this city is its Serekeina (se-re-
KAY-na) district. This city’s Great Market is on the east edge of its Badjinde (ba-JIN-day) District. A port of this city is 
Kourioumé (kur-yo-MAY), the beginning of the Azalai, a biannual trade caravan to Taodenni, the former location of the 
Taghaza salt mines. This city’s university is made up of the Djinguereber (JIN-ge-re-ber), Sidi Yahya and Sankore Mosques. 
This city was briefly capital of the breakaway Republic of Azawad in 2012. FTP, name this former Tuareg city on the edge of 
the Sahara once visited by the likes of Heinrich Barth and Gordon Laing, the former learning and gold trading center of the 
empire of Mali. 

Answer: Timbuktu 
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31. The high-altitude biomes of these mountains include the Espeletia (es-pe-LE-ti-ya) cushion bogs, as well as the 
frailejones (fray-le-HO-nes), and the Terepaima (te-re-PAI-ma) cloud forest is located at its northern tip. The first 
appearance of the Virgin of Coromoto occurred in a canyon in these mountains. Its foothills contain the Dry Valleys 
of Quibor (KEY-bor), the beneficiary of an irrigation project beginning in Yacambú National Park. The Mifafí Valley 
and the moorland of the Mucubají (moo-koo-ba-HEE), as well as the Pico Piedras Blancas are part of its lower Sierra 
de la Culata, while the higher southern Sierra Nevada portion contains its only remaining glacier, the Humboldt. This 
northeast trending mountain range, which begins at the Cojedes (ko-HE-des) River and ends at the Tachira (ta-CHEE-ra) 
Depression, forms the boundary of the states of Portuguesa and Trujillo and ends near Barquisimeto (bar-kee-si-ME-to), east 
of which the Costa Range begins. FTP, Bolivar Peak is located above the namesake town of what northernmost extension of 
the Andes in Venezuela? 

Answer: the Cordillera de Mérida (prompt on “Andes”) 

32. A peninsula entering this body of water is the mythical home of the Ouzel of Gilgwri (GIL-goo-ri), an ancient 
blackbird whose interrogation by the Interpreter of Languages reveals the history of the boar Twrch Trwyth (toork 
truith). In addition to the Wirral, Castle Park guards the head of one of its bays between two peninsulas known as 
The Rhinns and the Machars, and it receives the Wyre from a flat plain on a peninsula known as the Fylde, which is found 
to the south of Morecambe Bay. Beaumaris Castle overlooks Conwy Bay on this body of water to the south. An island at the 
center of this body of water hosts the world’s oldest continuously functioning parliament, the Tynwald. To the north of the 
Fane, the Mountains of Mourne overlook this body of water near the Bay of Dundalk. The Cunard Building stands over the 
Albert Docks in a large city on this sea at the mouth of the Mersey. Mannanan Mac Lir is a deity of this sea. FTP, name this 
sea that contains the Isle of Man, on which the ports of Liverpool and Dublin may be found. 

Answer: Irish Sea or Muir Éireann or Y Keayn Yernagh or Môr Iwerddon 

33. The Ilha da Inhaca (EEL-ya da in-YA-ka) opposite this city contains its country’s Machangulo (ma-chan-GOO-lo) 
Nature Reserve. A fort located on its June 25 Plaza contains the tomb of Ngungunhane (n-gun-gun-YA-ne) of Gaza. 
This city’s principal cathedral is its Nossa Senhora da Conceição (NO-sa sen-YO-ra da kon-say-SOW). This city’s 
train station contains a dome designed by Gustave Eiffel, who also designed an Iron House for a governor of this city. 
The Infulene (in-fu-LE-ne), Matola and Tembe Rivers drain into the Espirito Santo Estuary near this city that lies opposite of 
the Cabo da Santa Maria. Africa’s longest suspension bridge connects this city to Katembe. A protocol of the African Union 
on the Charter of Rights of Women in Africa is known as this city’s protocol. This city’s industry is concentrated in the 
neighboring city of Matola. FTP, name this city on Delagoa Bay formerly known as Lorenço Marques (lo-REN-so MAR-
kes), the capital of Mozambique. 

Answer: Maputo 


